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ABSTRACT 
After the United Nation's conference on the 'Human 
Environment' at Stockholm in 1972, the significance of Environ-
mental Education in the development of the world population 
that is aware of the environmental problems, as well as of 
the means for their solution is realised globally. The present 
study looks at the role, potentials and prospects of natural 
history museums and nature reserves in the field of environmen-
tal education. ^ 
The study begins with an introduction, reviewing the 
historical concern of man for environmental protection and 
the evolution of international movement for environmental 
conservation and education. This is followed by a review 
of literature relevant to the topic of investigation. The 
"Indian environmental scenario and efforts in the field of 
environmental conservation and education are also briefly 
discussed. 
Further the study gives an account of the history 
of origin and evolution of terms 'environmental education' 
and 'environmental interpretation'. 
The role and activities of natural history museums 
in environmental education, evolution of their exhibitions 
and their educational activities and programnes are also 
analysed in the study. 
The study also surveys the history of development 
of nature reserves (National Parks and Wildlife Sanctuaries) 
and describes the interpretive activities and facilities of 
nature reserves as they relate to environmental interpretation. 
In conclusion the study emphasizes the need and pros-
pects of collaboration and Ini^kage between natural history 
museums and nature reserves^ Finally some recorrmendat i ons 
are made for closer collaboration and coordination between 
natural history museums and nature reserves in order to play 
a more active and effective role in promoting environmental 
educat ion. 
1. The Ministry of Envi rojiment and Forests should take 
steps to bring natural history museums and nature reserves 
in closer colloboration for the objective of environ-
mental education. For this purpose a joint high power 
conrmittee with experts from Natural History Museum and 
Nature Reserves may be constituted by the Ministry. 
2. Progranmes for the personnel exchange, especially those 
involved in environmental education and interpretation 
in natural history museums and nature reserves may be 
initiated by the Ministry. 
-. Ministry of Environment and Forests should organize 
a professional training progranrme for nature educators 
and environmental interpreters for the benefit of persons 
involved in such activities in various institutions. 
^. Nature Reserve should develop visitor centres/orientation 
centres and other interpretive facilities and material 
in collaboration with natural history museums. 
5. Natural History Museum's educational activities and 
progrannmes should be organised in collaboration with 
nature reserves. 
6. The Ministry of Environment and Forests should formulate 
a uniform, coherent central plan for the management 
of nature reserves, including the guidelines for the 
development of interpretive facilities and progranrme. 
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7. Educators of natural history museums and nature reserves 
should jointly prepare exhibit themes, interpretative 
materials etc. which can be used in the museums and 
nature reserve simultaneously. 
8. Natural history museums and nature reserves should 
evaluate the effectiveness of their interpretive services 
for environmental education. 
9. A thorough survey of the existing interpretive services 
of Indian nature reserves should be conducted. 
10. More research is to be done in the areas of exhibit/ 
Progrannme effectiveness, conmun icat ion of environmental 
concepts and the impact of various interpretive services 
on actual visitor behaviour etc., for better results 
in the field of non-formal environmental education. 
11. Mahavats, boatmen, jeep and bus drivers of various nature 
reserves of India, who are involved in conducting visitors 
through the reserves should be provided with proper 
orientation and training by their respective organizations 
in nature education and environmental interpretation. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
After the United Nation's confere-nce on 'Human Environment' at 
Stockholm in 1972, it was globally realized that due to human 
exploitation of natural resources for 'development' and 'progress' 
the natural environment of the planet is being adversley affected. If 
the present rate of use of natural resorces is maintained, man is 
obviously set on a collision course with the global ecosystem (ICOM -
73). 
At the Stockholm conference it was also realised that many of 
the environmental problems are common to several nations and also 
that solving these problems is a political question that could not be 
left to the experts alone. As a result of this realisation, for the 
first time ,' Environment' found a place on the global political 
agenda. 
After the realization of the global nature of environmental 
problems and the need for global"strategies and actions for 
achievement of conservation objectives, international organaisations 
such as International Union for Conservation of Natureand Natural 
resources(lUCN), the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), 
Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), World Wild Life Fund(WWF) 
revived their activities with a new thrust and started functioning in 
closer collaboration for a common cause of global environmental 
action. Various other governmental and non-governmental volunteer 
organzations have also been set up to deal with different aspects of 
the conservation of environment and natural resources. 
The signifigance of environmentaly aware public in environmental 
problem solving and nature conservation and also acting as pressure 
groups for political and policy decisions and for the formulation of 
strategies and programmes for environmental actions have also been 
recognised all over the world after the Stockhlom confengrnce. The 
resolution adapted in the conference recommended to the U.N. 
Sectetary General to try to establish an international programme of 
environmental education. 
One of the six subject areas of the conferance wass 
"Educational, Informational, social and cultural 
aspects of environmental issues." (ICOM - 73) 
on 
The recommandations of this conference entitled ' Declaration/^the 
Human environment' include the following: 
•'Education in environmental matters, for the younger generation 
as well as for adults, giving due consideration to the 
underprevileged, is essential in order to broaden the basrS • of an 
enlightened op-j-nion and responsible conduct by individuals, 
enterprises and communities in protecting and improving the 
environment and its full human dimension.''(ICOM - 73) 
Recognising the need for conservation education and to 
popularize the UN decldration on human environment, UNESCO, in its 
seventh general conference held in Paris in Nov. 1972 made 
recommendations for action to be taken by member states to protect at 
nationalr level the cultural and natural heritage of the world. The 
recommendations include: 
''Member states should undertake educational campaigns to arouse 
wide-spread public interest in, and aspects for, the cultural and 
natural heritage. Continuing efforts should be made to inform the 
public about what is being and can be done to protect the cultural 
and natural heritage and to inculcate appreciation and respect for 
the values it enshrines. For this purpuse all media of information 
should be employed as required. 
Information centres, museums ancLexhibitions might be setup to 
explain the work being carried out on components of the cultural and. 
natural heritagejeheduled for rehabilitation.''(ICON - 73) 
In 1975 at the International Workshop on Environmental Education 
held at Belgrade, organised jointly by UNESCO and UNEP,a statement 
about the go<3A of environmental education with the title 'The 
Belgrade charter', was adapted, which reads as follows:, 
''The goal of environmental education is to develope a world 
population that is aware of and concerned about the environment and 
its associated problems, which has the knowledge, skills, attitudes, 
motivation and commitment to work individually and collectively 
towards solution of current (environmental) problems and the 
prevention of the new ones. ' ' (ICOli - 73) 
Another major step to outline a global frame work for 
environmental education was TBLISI DECLARATION. This declaration was 
the out-come of the international conference on environmental 
education organised by the UNESCO in co-operation with UNEP, and 
convened in TBLISI, Georgia (USSR), in 1977.(Whiting - 79) The 
conference urged the educational institutions of the member states to 
initiate educational activities and programmes in the field of 
environment. The confene»nce endorsed the following goals for 
environmental education. 
(a). To foster clear awareness of, and concern about, economic, 
social, political and ecological inter*»dependence in urban and rural 
areas. 
(b). To provide every person with opportunities to<asquire the 
knowledge, values, attitudes, commitments and skills needed to 
protect and improve the environment. 
(c). To create new patterns of behaviour of individuals, groups 
and society as a whole, towards the environment.''(HMSO - 81) 
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In 1980, lUCN, with the advise, co-operation and financial 
assistance of the UNEP and WWF and in collaboration with UNESCO and 
FAO, published a World Conservation Strategy (WCS), which provides 
the philosophical approach which links conservation with development. 
The strategy :,• •• ;. defined conservation as, 
''The management of human use of biospheye so that it may yield 
the greatest sustainable benefit to present generations while 
maintaining its potentials to meet the needs and aspirations of 
future generations.'' 
The main objectives of conservation as set in the World 
Conservation Strategy arez 
a. ''To maintain the essential ecological processes. 
b. To preserve genetic diversity and 
c. To ensure that any utilization of species and eco system is 
sustainable.''(lUCN - 84) 
In response to the international awakening about environment 
various institutions, organisations and agencies have evolved arround 
the globe for the promotion of environmental education in the last 
two decades. 
Formal education in environment and related disciplines is 
provided in schools, colleges and universities. News-papers, 
television and radio are also increasingly getting involved in 
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highlighting environmental issues and creating environmental 
awarenessamong the general public. Various governments through 
their agencies are also active in environmental awareness compaingns. 
Many voluntary organisations Bre playing an active role making the 
public aware of environment issues and problems and of the ways these 
problems might be solved. 
Environment the Indian Scenario; 
India with the diversity of climates,, ecosystems and flora and 
fauna has a unique environmental., heritage. The country represents 
almost all types of habitats • of the world, ranging from the 
snow-clad himalayas to the hot Rflwin of Kutch, from deserts of 
Rajasthan to the tropical ever—green forests of Kerala and the north 
east, plateaus, mountain ranges and the oceans. More than 45,000 
species of plants and 75,000 species of animals contributes to the 
rich biological diversity of the country.(NMNH - 89) 
The Indian Traditions of Nature Conservation; 
The biological diversity and natural heritage of the Indian 
subcontinent were considered as nature's gift and zealously protected 
by the population historically. The Indian tradition of love, 
respect and reverence for nature could be traced back to the Indus 
vall.^ civilization. The images of bull, elephant, rhino etc. found on 
Indus valley seals speaks of the sense of human fatrinatxon for wild-
life at that time. Historically conservation and love for nature was 
an ardent article in India. This faith was reflected in the daily 
lives of people and also enshrined in myths, folklore, religion, art 
and culture. 
One of the earliest, most eloquent and authoritative 
conservation laws can be found in emperor Ashok's edict of the 3rd 
century B.C. The edict reads like a contemporary law on wildlife 
conservation ordaining that, killing of certain animals is banned 
because they serve a purpose m the subtle balance of natural 
systems. In more recent historical times, mughal emperor Baburs's 
memoirs (Babur nama). Guru Nanak's hymns on 'Baramaha'(the seasons) 
and emperor Jahangir's memoirs.four illustrations of this Indian 
tradition. 
The theme of conservation, natural diversity, wildlife and 
revereniie for life is reflected in some of the exquisite images of 
indian art, paintings, sculptures, architecture and decorative arts. 
- Considerable importance was attached to mountains and rivers m 
ancient India, where many pilgr(/mage spots exist even today. 
The love for nature has been handed down the ages, becoming an 
integral part of Indian psyche. 
The Present Scene of Indian Environment; 
The Environmental scene in India today is one of hope as well as 
concern. The positive aspect is that the country is still one of the 
richest in the world in biological diversity and natural habitats. 
The concern arises from the environmental degradation that the 
country has suffered so far due to human pressure and 
over—exploitation of resources. There has . been a considerable 
degree of deforestation, depletion of wildlife, degradation of land, 
soilerosion and pollution of the air and water. 
The threat posed by continuing environmental degradation is no 
onger hypothetical, and it has serious economic and social 
implications for the future. There is a need for more efforts for 
the preservation of the unique ecosystems, and biological diversity 
of the country. 
India is one of the very few countries of the world which has 
provided constitutional safeguards for the protection and 
preservation of the environment. Article 48(A) of the Indian 
Constitution (1950) ensures that, 
*' The state shall endeavour to protect and improve the 
environment and to safeguard the forest and wildlife of the 
country.''(Khoshoo - 88) 
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Further more, duties of the citizens towards environment are 
outlined in Article 51(A) of the Indian Constitution, 
**It shall be the duty of every citizen of India to protect and 
improve the natural environment including forests, lakes, rivers and 
wild-life and to have compassion for living creatures.''(Khoshoo -
Apart from this there Are more than 200 central and state 
legeslations which have a direct or an indirect bearing on 
environment. 
Soon after independence in 1947,, realising the importance of tlte 
wildlife resources of the country, an Indian board of wildlife was 
setup (in 1952), followed by the creation of wild life parks and 
sanctuaries and later by enactment of a wildlife protection act in 
1972. 
India is also an original signatory of the Stockholm declaration 
in 1972. In 1979 the Indian parliment enacted the Water 
(preservation and control of pollution) Act in 19S1. In the year 1986 
a new act, the Environment (Protection) Act was enacted. 
In 1978 a department of environment was formed for coordinating 
governmental efforts for the protection of^country's environment. 
This department was later seperated from the department of science 
and technology in 1980, but remained under the direct charge of the 
Prime Minister of the country. In 1985, a separate Ministry for 
Environment and Forests was created.(Khoshoo - 88) 
The Ministry of Environment*^'and Forests is not only engaged in 
the protection of forests, wildlife and environment, but is also very 
actively involved in creating environmental awareness throughout the 
country. 
The Education and Information (E&I) division of the Ministry is-
coordinating the activities of the Ministry in the area of non-formal 
environmental education. 
Non-formal Environmental Education: 
Non-formal media of communication are required for environmental 
message to reach out to the general public. News-papers, radio, 
television, awareness compaigns by governmental and voluntary 
agencies etc. contribute a great deal in creating general 
environmental awareness. 
The National Museum of Natural History, New Delhi is an agency of 
the Ministry of Environment and Forests and since 1978 it has been 
organising exhibitions and activities and progtramme, to promote 
environmental education at a non-formal level. 
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Centre for Environmental Education (CEE), Ahmedabad, funded by 
the Ministry of Environment and Forests is also very active in the 
field of non-formal environmental education since last many years. 
CEE has been organising various activities, conducting work shops, 
seminars, training courses and developing interpretive material and 
signage etc. for national parks and 2DOS etc. Similar centre in 
Madras is also involved in promoting environmental education at a 
non-formal level. 
More than seventy national parks and four hundred wildlife 
sanctuaries all over the country too are becoming increasingly 
involved in the process of non-formal environmental education. 
Natural history museums and nature reserves (national parks and 
sanctuaries) have much more potential for a more effective and potent 
role in contributing to the objective of non-formal environmental 
education. The potential of natural history museums and nature 
reserves is generally unexploited and unexplored in this field, even 
in the cases where efforts for non-formal environmental education are 
made at Natural History Museums and reserves, they remain isolated or 
devoid of an indepth analysis and evalution of the processes involved 
or strategies, research, programming and planing required for 
fulfilling their role more effectively. 
This dissertation attempts to provide a conceptual approach on 
the role of both natural history museums and nature reserves in the 
field of non-formal environmental education and to analyse their 
potentials in this respect. 
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Suggestions on various action-plans and facilities and 
activities for the natural history museums and nature reserves of 
India, as well as the possibilities and prospects of linkage and 
collaboration between natural history museums and nature reserves for 
the common objective of non-formal environmental education &re also 
discussed in this study. 
CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
During the last three decades in response to the global concerns 
for nature conservation and environmental protection, both natural 
history museums and nature reserves, all over the world, have been 
gradually involved in the task of promoting environmental education. 
Since the necessary information and literature required for the 
present study is scattered in the literature sources of different 
disciplines, for the sake of convenience the literature review for 
the study is dealt with under the following four categories. 
'a. Global Environmental Concerns. 
b. Environmental Education And Interpretation. 
c. Natural History Museums. 
d. Nature Preserves. 
a. Global Environmental Concerns: 
After the second world war it was globally realized that due to 
human 'progress' and 'development' the environment is being adversely 
effected and some thing has to be done for the protection and 
conservation of the environment. For obvious reasons the 
yh 
environmental concerns were most apparent in the United States and 
Western Europe, wfiere nature clubs, environmental protection 
societies and aqenc.ie'-i etc were up since 19'50's. Uy lV60's wr iteups 
and comments on environmentdl issues started appearing in the news 
papers and other print media. Qne of the earleast bool-s that made a 
sensational impact on environmental problems was Silent bprinq 
(Carson - 1962), which warned of the dangers of pesticides. 1 his 
book was followed by many more popular books on environmental issues, 
one of which was The Limits of Growth (lieadaws - 1972) (published for 
an international group called the club of Rome). This bool- is about 
ecological dangers and the risks of resource depletion. The other 
book The Environmental Revolution • ' (Nicholson ~ 1970) eisamined 
various conservation issues. Nicholson observes that, "Conservation 
meeins alJ that nian thjnls and does to soften hi^ impact upon his 
natural environment and to satisfy all his own true needs while 
enabling the environmorit to continue m healthy order". The United 
Nations Conference on Human Environment held m Stocl-holm in 19/2 was 
a major international event to bring global attention to the issues 
of environmental conservation. Barbara Ward and Rhene Dubois (JCUM -
73) prepared a docuinent entitled Only one Earth for this ( un te^r ri<_<', 
which highlights the life-bearing capacity of our planet and the 
danger faced by it due to man's over-'ej:ploitation o'f the Planet. I he 
Stockholm conference was followed by a series of International 
conferences, workshops and meetings by United Nation's Environment 
Programme (UNEP), World Wildlife Fund (WWF), Food and Agriculture 
• Organization (FAO) and Iriternational Union for Conservation of Nature 
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and Natural Resources (lUClM). The reports and recommendations of 
these conferences deal with various issues of nature conservation and 
environmental protection. 
In 1980, the International Union for Conservation of Nature and 
Natural Resources (lUCN) with the advice, cooperation and financial 
assistance of the UNEP and WWF worked out a comprehensive strategy 
for the conservation of nature and natural resources, which is known 
as the World Conservation Strategy (WES). Based on this strategy a 
book entitled, ^How to save the worM' was published.(Allen 1980) 
Allen describes the most urgent of the threats to human survival and 
well-being and also shows what should be done about them by settinq 
out a strategy for action. The question of how conservation and 
development can be integrated so that such problems e^re avoided in 
the future are also aptly explained by the auther. 
Khoshoo (1988) describes the environmental issues and problems 
of India. He also outlines the policies and strategies to be adopted 
in India to face the environmental challange he also reviews the 
International and National efforts for environmental protection. 
The present study out lines the international and national 
developments in the area of environmental conservation and 
protection. 
ir 
b. Environmental Education and Interpretation; 
After the Stockholm Conference in 1972 the significance of an 
environmentaly aware public in solving the environmental problems and 
for promoting environmental action was globally realised. The 
conference through its resolutions recommended to the U.N. Secretary 
General to try to establish an International programme for 
environmental education. In response to this International Workshop 
on environmental education was organised in 1975 at Belgrade jointly 
by the UNESCO and UNEP. At this conference a statement about the 
goal of environmental education entitled Belgrade Charter was 
adopted.* This statement is a comprehensive document on the concepts, 
aims and objectives of environmental education. 
The Belgrade workshop was followed by a series of conferences 
and workshops all over the world to discuss the aims and objectives 
and actionfolans for Environmental Education. The reports of 
proceedings and recomendations of these conferences and workshops 
deals with different aspects of environmental education. 
The first Intergovernmental conference at ministerial Itivel on 
environmental education took place in Oct. 1977 in Tbilisi (USSR) 
(Whiting - 79). Tliis conferance was organised by UNESCO and UNEP. 
The outcome of discussions during the conference was published in .a 
document The Tbilisi Declaration. This declaration reiterated the 
world-wide need for environmental education as a 'Comprehensive life 
long education'. 
1^  
—The decleration also outlines a plan for actions to be adopted by all 
the member countries. 
Carson (1978) reviews the historical development of 
environmental education concept in Britain. He argues that 
"Education is a process and environmental education is style of 
education, not entirely new but becoming more important every year". 
The need to relate children's education in school directly to 
personal experience out door is also emphaesised in the book. 
The American perspective of environmental education is discussed 
by Rillo, (17<fj9) in his article, 'Environmental Education -
Definition, weed and Implementation', strongly pleaded 
the case for environmental education in the context of the complexity 
and magnitude of the environental ills confronting mankind. He has 
also outlined the approaches to environmental education. 
Lucas,(1980) in his article, 'Science and Environmental 
Education: Pious Hopes, Self praise and Disciplinary Chauvinism', 
has critically analysed the objectives of environmental education, 
ejpecttally its claimed role as a tool for social change. He has also 
reviewed the variety of explicit and implict definition of 
environmental education and the types of relationships that exist 
between science and environmental education. 
'Connect', the UNECO - UNEP, envTrj^onmental education 
newslletter, provides 'News and informations about international 
studies, and activities in the field of environmental education. The 
n 
news-letter also reports on environmental education activities and 
programmes in different countries and brings out a list of recent 
publications in the field of environmental education. 
For the purpose of the present study the term Envirunmer^tal 
Education is discussed basically as a goal of education. 
c. Natural Histoary Museums! 
After the second world war (1943-45), in response to the 
increasing public concern for Environmental problems and the means to 
solve them the natural history museums,^ especially of North America 
t ^ • 
and Western Europe, though slowly, were responding by organise 
temporary exhibitions and educational activities on envirannie?ntal 
themes. 
Naqvi (1986) reviews the origin and history of evolution of 
natural history museums, their exhibitions and their growing 
involvement in environmental education and interprtation. He 
/^  
concludes with some recomendations for the natural history museums 
and for the International Council of Museums (ICOM) to take a mors 
active and effective role in environmental education. 
I* 
Museums and the Environment:- a hand book for Education, A 
publication of the Amarican Association of Museums (Oliver - 1971) 
was perhaps the first detailed document to. look into the museum's 
-role in creating environmental awareness. In the book it is ensured 
that, 'The museums are admiraijly equipped, through their diverse 
collections, their expertise in display, their long experience in 
conservation and vast clientele to play an important role in making 
public aware of environmental problems as well as of the means for 
their solution'. The book also reviews the historic involvement of 
United State's museums in presenting various aspects of man and his 
environment througl) its exhibits and educational programmes to their 
visitors. The book also suggests ways and means for creating and 
building environmental exhibits and for developing educational 
material and activities to achieve the objective of museums in 
environental education. 
The professional museological journals such as Museums (ICOM), 
Qjjrajtor and Museum N[ews, (USA), Museums Journal (Britain), and Journal 
of Indian Museums (INDIA) have been publishing articl-.es on the 
origin, history of development and growing interest of natural 
history museums in the environmental issues. During last four 
decades many eminent museologist including, A.E.Parr, L.P.Witaborg, 
G. Stansfield, De^ jn Amadon, D. Reply, Joseph Reis, S.M.Nair, Kjell 
Engstrom, Bent Jorgenson, J4n Jelinek, N.J. Barnus, J.Dorst, 
P.Doughty, J.W.Evans, R.Heins, B.Hubediek and A.B.Jonnel, have 
expressed their views on the need of natural history museum's 
involvement in environmental issues and the need for their more 
active and effective particepation in furthering nature conservation. 
environmental education and interpretation. 
This study review and analyse the acativities and proqrames of 
natural history museums all over the world for the abjective of 
creating environmental awareness. The historical evolution of 
natural history museums from cabinet of curt.-os4.ties to centers for 
non-formal environmental education is also traced m the present 
study. 
The study also reports about the temporary exhibitions on 
environmental topics and related educational acativities of natural 
history museums. 
D. Naturae Reserves;-
The concept of nature reserves (national parks) arose m United 
States during mid - i9th century. But the concept has clianged from 
areas of game reserves and protected scenic beauty to centres of 
nature conservation and environmental interpretation during the last 
one and a half century. The history of origin and development of 
national parks of United States is thoroughly described by Runte 
(1979). 
Joseph and Virginia MeCall(1977) discussing the national pari' 
concept have traced the historical development of American national 
parks and have described the procedures of maintenence and resource 
AOt 
management m the nature reBerves. They have also looked into the 
"Fole of recreational facilities of national parks in nature 
interpretation. 
The Indian senaario of national parks and wildlife sancatuarxes 
(nature reserves) is well documented by Kothari et. al.(iV8V). They 
have made a comprehensive study on legal status, management problems 
and flora and fauna of Indian nature reserves, but fails to provide 
any information about interprxtive facilities and ^^ctivities of 
IIndian nature reserves. 
The present study attempts to highlight the need and 
significance of environmental interpretations facilities and 
activities in the Indian nature reserves. 
Sharpe(1976) have made a comprehensive study to understand the 
philosophy, history, practices and techniques of environmental 
interpretation. Sharpe with his vast experience xn xnterpretatxon 
have provided detatiled information about insight to various aspects 
of the process of interpretation. The book succesfully establishes 
that interpretation in nature reserves must embody a total 
environmental approach leading to a greater appreciation of natural 
surroundings and an understanding of the processes linking the whole 
environmen L. 
' ^ 
The Interpretive principles and methods cited xn this book are 
applicable not only in nature reserves but also in many other 
recreational and educational organisations. 
Mosely et. al. (1776) while describing the procedures for 
national park planing have outlined the fundamental steps for planing 
national parks and related areas. The study is based on the 
synthesis of actual park planing missions of various countries. 
Ann and Malcolm MacEwan (1982) have made a most searching and 
farreaching inquiry into the national parks system of England and 
Wales and have highlighted the point that the ortgin of the national 
parks had nothing to do with nature or environmental conservation, 
.'Kulhany et.al. (1990) have comp'lle«i. - various articles on different 
aspects of interpretation under the following si;-; sections, 
1. Interpretation management techniques. 
2. Interpretation techniques. 
3. Public interpretation of historic and pre-historic sites. 
4. Interpretive programmes. 
5. Environmental Interpretation and 
6. Research symposium. 
•- Each section is having a number of atrticles. The section an 
environmental interpretation have thought provoking following 
articles by experts and professional interpreters. 
X2. 
l.'From AwareneBB to Action - life long Environmental Educattion' , 
by Robyn Myers. 
2.'We can make a difference', by" Linda Herr Rath. 
3.'Interpretive programmes in natural history museums and nature 
reserves for promoting environmental education', by Dr.S.M.Nair, 
4.'Back to the Future for Interpretation', by Sandi Bushor -
Gardner. 
Each of these articles discusses different on-going activities 
in the field of environmental interpretation and emphesised the need 
for a more active participation of relevant organisations in 
interpreting resources for the purpose of creating environmental 
awareness and action. 
During last two decades a number of professional journals, 
workshop reports,etc. of various desceplines , (museology, 
environmental education, nature interpretation), have carried various 
articles expressing different views and openions on the need and 
significance of natural history museum's and nature reserve's active 
participation in interpreting environment and conservation education. 
It seems necessary to emphesise the need for edequate research 
based data and literature on the effectiveness of activities and 
facilities of natureal history museums and nature rBBf^rvBB to promote 
environmenatal educaation, which unfortunatly is iDederiuate to be 
a-j 
applied for the proper utilisation of the potentials of natural 
history museums and nature reserves and for their more active 
particepation and effective role in the field of non - formal 
environmental education-
The major areas for future res>earch and Btudic?;:} in thfn r:ont«?:.'t 
may be catagaVised as follows:--
(a) Assasfnent of iiupact of v<:tr iuuii t^ducatioi i^.i 1 USTK! '.-,':'.r;!rQ,'': 
activities of na l;.ur a I history museums and nat'M-O rcscrvi.' 
(b) Evaluation of <..• ffectiveneiiiB Df interpretive mt'dia and 
-'f acil i t i.fjs .In natui-tj rssei-'vei;;; „ 
(c) Formulfition ' ••. of quidel ineET far planning" and sRi^inq up --f 
inaterprt-tive centres in nahure reserves. 
(d) Redefining tha obj E L: tj VL^B of educi\tional and ir t • i-• M-^ L' 
activities of ;ia';ur'al hisLory museums and n--^  I:'.!:-1-' .;> o^; 
pi'DiiiDt inrj viatui"'?/ con?-;er'v'aticin and envi.roiiniri-:'.! "! ; ' • ! - . ( 
( e ) S t u d y o f tbc '••}.ii.i lor i •o;jponsfe?;5 i n i n terpr fc- ' :a i : : i oi • ; ' : .•;! ' :rt- ' • 
pail..'re? •' ' ' 'yt^rv'.:-'.. ' ' 
( f ) P l a n n i n g and dev ' (? lopn ient o f e x h i b i t B on " tii . v i r oiwm i r! ,,;} i ' - s u e s ' 
i n t h e n a t u r a l h i s t o r y n u a e u i n s . 
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CHAPTER THREE 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION 
Environmental Education; 
, Due to the increasing public interest in environmental issues 
over.the last few decades the term 'Environmental Education'is 
increasingly being used all over the world, but different people mean 
different things by it. 
From the environmental point of view environmental education is 
seen as placing the accent on ecological processes and the 
conservation of natural world in other words environmental 
education in this context is conseervation education, where the 
'environment' is a subject of concern. 
Some people see environmental education a medium for education, 
while others are concerned with the need to promote a sense of 
personal responsibility for the environment, which is thus a goal of 
education.(HMSQ - 81) For the purpose of the present study 
'environmental education' is talked basically as a goal of education 
i.e. the conservation education ^.^  ftjt as environment and nature 
education are best imparted in the natural environment itself. While 
discussing the out door activities of natural history museums and 
^Interpretive activities of nature reserves, the term environmental 
education shall also be used as a medium for education. 
Environmental Interpretation; 
In response to the environmental conservation movement in United 
States and Western Europe along with the formal environmental 
education movement a parallal intiative of environmental 
interpretation have also evolved. 
While environmental education finds to be a more formal, 
environmental interpretation, on the other hand, is characterised by 
an informal recreational approach which has arisen largely at the 
initiative of natural parks and other related bodies (nature centre, 
wildlife sanctuaries, environmental centres etc.). E-ioth however, 
have as their goal a wider understanding by the general public of 
man's interaction with the environment and the need for its 
conservation.Whilst environmental interpretation almost inevitably 
involves direct contact with the natural environment, environmental 
education, is not necessarily carried out in the natural environment. 
Freemen Tilden (1967) defined environmental interpretation as:-
"An educational activity which aims to reveal meaning and 
relationship through the use of original objects, by first hand 
experience and by illustrative media, rather than simply to 
commuaicate factual information." 
Today 'environmental education' has been accepted as a broader, 
term and 'environmental interpretation' is considered as a more 
restricted term, used as one of the means of imp^irting environmental 
education. 
Before we look at the role of the natural history museums and 
nature reserves in environmental education it is pertinent to look at 
the parallel growth of environmental interpretation and education in 
Europe and the United States and their common goal of popularizing 
the concept of ne^ture conservation. 
Brief History of Environmental Education and Environmental 
Interpretation. 
Throughout human history, man has been interested and.involved 
in informal learning from the natural environment (environmenLai 
Interpretation) and he has also been involved in many ways in 
environmental education, as it is defined today. 
Philosphers and intelectuals of classical times have been 
involved with the interpretation of environment by studying natural 
history through n^tture itself. The significance of field and outdoor 
studies have always been recognised in natural history studies, ample 
examples of which can be cited from all the ancient civilizations, 
i.». Indian, Egyptian, Persian, Greco-Roman civilizations. 
After the European renaissance many European naturalists have 
enriched the interpretation of nature, through their scholarship. 
Inventions inquiry and studies of Carl Linnaeus and Charlas Darwin 
have revolutionised tlie natural history learning in the modern world 
Redefining the Objective of Environmental Interpretation; 
Today when the world is faced with environmental crises, the 
interpretation of environment have achieved a new significance for 
creating awareness amongst the general public about environmental 
problems. 
In 1975, at a conference on 'environmental education in rural 
and urban setting,' organised by the fcouncil of feuropt? in the 
Netherlands, D. Aldrxdge (1975) has defined environmental 
interpretation as follows: 
"Environmental Interpretation is the art of explaining the , ^ • ' 
relationship between man and his/order to increase 
environmental awareness and to awaken a desire to 
contribute to environmental conservation." 
At the conference the difference between environmental education 
and environmental interpretation was also discussed, and it was noted 
that. 
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"They are both concerned with recognising concepts, values 
and developing skills, attitudes, though interpretation 
puts stress on the last of these, and environmental 
education is more concerned with developing of skills." 
(Aldridge -75) 
Environmental Interpretation is a type of environmental 
education, but one created primarily for the general public, 
rather than for those undertaking formal study. It aims to reveal 
the significance of places by hisghlighting selected themes relating 
to them instead of attempting compendious factual instruction. The 
intention is to satiate the appA-tite for knowledge to stimulate the 
imagination and encourage further enquiry. A high priority is placed 
up on entertainment and good presentation designed to retain the 
interest of a non-captive audience (i.e. museums, nature reserves 
etc. ) 
In 1976, Orant W.Sharpe, discussing interpretation activities of 
national parks in United States since the early 19th century notes: 
"Separating environmental interpretation from environmental 
education is difficult. In out-door recreation we note that 
interpretation is mostly directed to visitors to natural 
resources areas, such as parks, forests or wildlife areas and 
is concerned with exploration of the resources in place as wel.l 
as the management problems of the resources. Environmental 
education on the other hand, is directed towards school age 
groups, and takes place in such widely diverse areas as 
school rooms, school yards„.city streets, and on field 
trips to museums, parks and forests."(Sharpe -76) 
This dissertation shall be emphasising on the possibilities of 
collaboration, co-operation between natural history museums and 
nature reserves in order to supplement each other's efforts towards 
the objective of creating environmental awareness amongsat the 
general public. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUMS AND ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
The Second World War (1943-45) resulted in a new awakening of 
concern about the environment and dangers of environmental 
# 
degradation. In Europe and the United States the environmental crisfts 
was more acute and apparant then the rest of the world therefore the 
public reaction to the environmental crisf.s and concern to take step 
to eliminate it was also stronger in Europe and the United States. 
Museums of various European countries and the United states 
though slowly, were responding to the general public's new 
environmental conseiousness. The natural history museum's respon&e 
to environmental issues was mainly through their temporary and 
travelling exhibitions. This new role and responsibility of natural 
history museums was recognised by the museologists of the time and 
many views were expressed about the issue. A.E.Parr summed up the 
situation very well when he wrote the.following in 1950, 
"To reestablish our position we must find, and adopt a 
new mission, and develop a more complete and better 
balanced programme with a more direct bearing up on 
the urgent problems of contemporary existence. 
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Probably most of us have seen the need and recognised 
our duty, but have hesitated before it. The side of 
nature which concerns society most of all is not 
undisterbed nature, but nature as the environment of 
man, and that is the field in which the educational 
efforts of the natural history museums could make 
their greatest contribution to human thought, welfare 
and progress today. 
It seems to me essential for the effectiveness of our 
service to the society, and for our own benefit in 
return, that we all acknowledge as one of the foremost 
reasons for our existence, the task of explaining to 
man the problem of his own relationship to his very 
disturbed and disturbing environment, and then we can 
proceed with the task as rapidly as possible. 
Within a programme oriented towards that end, all the other 
subjects we c\re already pursuing would find their natural 
place, and an increased justification to boost. A knowledge 
of undisturbed nature is essential for an understanding of 
how it has been changed and may change again. An understanding 
of evolutionary processes, classification, genetics, and so on, 
becomes indispensable."(Parr - 50) 
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Today, when the activities of natural history museums have grown 
many folds, collections are still the basis for their existence, but 
the nature of their collections has considerably changed. Today . • 
natural history museum's collections may include object and specimen 
affacted by environmental pollutioin and have undergone 
biodeterioration, apart from traditional collections of specimen of 
different groups of plants and gnim^ls. 
While the traditional collections are basis for fundamental 
research, the former are significant to document the change in 
environment. In addition to this the collections of the contemporary 
natural history museums may also acquire audiovisual evidence of 
extinct, endangered and living species of flora and fauna both for 
future records and for use in exhibition and education to enable the 
museums to communicate the massage of environmental conservation. 
Discussing the functions of contemporary natural history museums 
in environmental communication Dr. S.M. Nair notes, 
"A comparission of the role of the traditional, intermediary 
and the newly emerging natural science museums (or for 
that matter old types of natural history museums still 
existing, those that are slowly changing and those that 
have adapted to the contemporary needs of society) present 
three distinct operational models. The first category are 
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the collection oriented museums, where collections and 
research related to the collections (taxonomy in most cases) 
occupy a pivotal role. The second category represent those 
natural history museums that have recognised the importance 
of giving adequate attention to exhibit presentation and 
education, along with the traditional functions related to 
collections and research. The third category represent the 
fewer numbers of contemporary natural science museums which 
consider education as the primary purpose of museums and that 
all other functions, though meriting independent development, 
must play a supportive role to the main goal of education." 
(Nair - 89) 
Nair, discussing in detail the origins and nature of his 
third category of natural history museums notes that: 
"The third category of natural history museums is of recent 
- origin. They represent institutions that are society oriented, 
seeking to establish a social relevance. The main goal of this 
category of natural history museums is educational 
communication, relating themselves to the requirements of their 
audience. Their relevance to a contemporary society depeds 
upon their ability to become social instruments by interpreting 
nature as environment of man, providing knowledge about nature 
and projecting the responsibilities of man towards the 
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environment. Knowledge about the flora and fauna, evolution of 
of life, ecology, conservation, etc., provided in theise museums 
represents their efforts in this direction. Every function of 
the museum in the areas of collections, display, research and 
communication becomes subservient of this ultimate goal. This 
is a new approach and a new challenge for natural science 
museums."(Nair - 89) 
. From the days of Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) when he is understood 
to have used natural history collections to illustrate his 
'philosophical lectures', the natural history museums (nee 
collections), through the stages of curio - collections, classifying 
houses and systematics research centres, have come about a full 
circle of evolution. Today to be relevent in the contemporary 
society they are evolving into multimedia centres for non formal 
environmental or conservation education or in other words to 
illustrate the 'philosophy' of environmental or nature conservation. 
Changing Natural History Museum Exhibitions 
Display galleries or exhibitions constitute the primary medium 
of communication with the genecal public in a museum. Over the past 
two centuries natural history exhibitions have evolved from 'curio -
cabinets' to modern 'thematic exhibits' illustrating ecological 
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pfi^^rmimi'fmmfn^^ ^ 
^v^xt 
Early Natural Hxstory Collections, 
Kendel County Museum, U.K. 
"Cabinet of Curioties', An exhibit of British 
Museum (Natural History), London, 
"Classification Houses', An exhibit of National 
MusetuTi, Zimbawe. 
Habitat Group , H diorama of National Museum 
of Natural History, New Delhi. 
"Thematic Exhibit' on Endangered Animals, NMNH, 
New Delhi. 
•Conceptual Exhibit' on Complex Food Chain, NMNH, 
New Delhi. 
* Exhibit on Air Pollution, Temporary txhibition 
NMNH, New Delhi. 
tx'hibit on Pesticide Pollution 
tion, NMNH, New Delhi. 
TeiTiporary Exhibi — 
concepts and communicating environmental conservation message. This 
evolution of natural history museum exhibitions is the result of 
man's changing concepts of the natural history, especially about his 
place and role in it. This evolution of exhibitions also reflects 
the change of the functions and role of natural history museums in 
contemporary society. 
The museum exhibitions may take many forms, it may be permanent, 
semipermanent, temporary or even a taravelling exhibition or a mobile 
museum. 
Brief history of change: 
The public was first admitted to some of the private collections 
towards the middle of the 17th century. Among the first of them- were 
Mus'ee National d' Hisatorelle, founded in Paris in 1635, 
The Universiaty Museum of Basel,. Switzerland,(1671) and Ashmolean 
Museum of University of Oxford 1683, but the admittance of the public 
did not initially bring about any change in the displays of the 
museum. It was still the policy to display the entire collections 
for 'viewing' by the public.(Lewis, G. - 84) 
Gradually the display of natural history collections were being 
transformed from store houses or cabinets of curiosities to an 
expression of man's attempt ot classify and catalogue. This practice 
of cataloguing collectios led to attempts to produce classification 
systems. 
There have been a number of major influences in the display of 
collections. Linnaeus (1707-1778) produced the first generally 
accepted binomial classification of plants and animals published "in 
his book Systema Naturae in 1735. Linnaeu's classuification was 
widely adapted in the systematic arrangments of collections. In the 
galleries of large natural history museum all over the world such 
systematic displays accounted for., the main part of natural history 
museums exhibitions until 1 very recently. 
Darwin's theory of evolution put forward in his book 'An Origin 
of Species'. first published in 1859, had a tremendous impact on 
natural history displays. Darwin's influence led to the introduction 
of galleries devoted to single groups of animals arranged to display 
their evolution within a family or higher category. This in turn 
gradually led to the trend in natural history museums to show animals 
as they are found in particular environment and to show the way in 
which they adopt themselves to their environment. 
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The concept of Ecology (The study of organisms in relationship 
with their environment) was introduced by Haeckel in 1873. This was 
reflected in natural history exhibitions in the form of 'habitat 
groups' and 'dioramas', showing animals and plants as they Are found 
in a particular environment. 
Though the museums were 'opened' to public during the 19th 
century, they were still considered as the places to see and 'enjoy' 
the diversity and variety of the nsitural world, or at the most to 
provide detailed scientific information to the visitor, until 1 1930's 
it was not recognised that museum's collections and exhibits can be 
utailised as a medium for 'visual education'. In 1936 Sri Harry 
Lindsay, in his address to the Museum Association of Britain defined 
visual education in the following words: 
"The art of visual education may be discribed as the art of 
arranging and displaying an instructional exhibit in such a 
way that the attention of the visitor is not merely arrested 
but held, and so intrigued that, the exhibit should induce 
an interest not solely in itself, but also in the idea behind 
it, and therefore in the possibility that the other exhibits 
also are worth studying on the chance that the ideas behind 
them too may be equally novel and intriguing. Such exhibits 
must (a) have a story to tell and (b) must tell that story 
simply and yet also purposefully."(Markham - 36) 
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As the present century progressed, museums began to realise that 
a good exhibition demands not only expert knowledge of the particular 
subject to be delt with, but also experience and ability in the 
techniques of showing things to the public. The Social and Economic 
Museum in Vianna (founded in 1924) was perhaps the first museum to 
utilize new techniques of graphics and communications. During 1930's 
and 1940's experiments were being carried out in some museums of 
Europe and North America to improve their desplays, and during the 
50's museums began to utilize professional expertise in exhibition 
and graphic techniques for their displays. The American Museum of 
Natural History (AMNH) Newyork and Natural History Museum in 
Washington were among the first museums to make use of professional 
designers in their exhibitions.(Naqvi - 86) 
Museums of various countries of Europe and the United States, 
though slowly, were responding to the general public's new 
environmental consciousness. The response of natural history museums 
was mainly through their temporary and travelling exhibiations. Till 
today only a few museums of the United States and Europe and the 
National Museum of Natural History, New Delhi have devoted permanent 
displays to environmental topics. 
In the United States, as Grobman (1970) notes, "one example -
almost solitary - is the Amerxcan Museum of Natural History, Newyork, 
since 1950, through its Warburg Memorial Hall has ben informing 
visiators about many ecological matters." In 1953 the Carnegie 
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Museum, Pittsburgh, mounted a temporary exhibition with a strong 
conservation message, entitled, "Deadline for wildlife", which was so 
succesful that its life was extended until 1970's serving the purpose 
of a semi-peernabebt exhibition. 
In Britain, one of the first permanent exhibition to include a 
section on conservation was the Botanical Gallery at the British 
Museum (Natural History). The exhibit, designed in cooperation with 
the nature conservency, contrasted five national nature reserves, and 
made use of miniature dioramas, ,,aerial photographs, drawings and 
maps. In describing the exhibit, Cannon (1962) says: 
"It is thought fitting that, as the visitor leaves thp nailery, 
he should be reminded by the conservancy exhibits ni the 
care that must be lavished in conservation, if a rpasomblp 
representation of our countrY'<5 natural historv ir- in l.n-? 
preserved, not only for the enjoyment of r.m p, .ipi .. „ '_>'> i 
also as a medium for bioloqical r t^'-L>f ^ .r •' '• 'Ui ,ri .i-iv i.'if hinn 
problems." 
During the 1960's manv ri-.ilii| i] \.[:Ji.\ , (i,nt_(ji K,,.. ii, r M . ,. I'^H 
U.S.A. were d£3%/eii:j_<inq m a m l / =,.,,, i j. , iU:f\-\i ^ i\ ,iinl ',-,,1.111 .1-
exhi bition-i .'-M on-^ 'i ronnien Lci] i •-.-•.m-s , Mi ,1 :. . ' ,, : '.'i 
di-5play aiiJ uoirimun ica tion were (.ncoi (..>! . ' >. i ; '! , , ',,'!-• ' ."1-. 
The must tjlaboratt^ Lei/ijjo! ai-y e;-;hibitiDn of this kind,, nnt;i hi (-?(:1 
' Csin man survivt;?' was maunated by the American liusoLim of Natural 
History in 1969. 'Can h^n Survive', was a trendsetter both in it'_i 
theme and ita presentation.(Lindsay,•B.C. - 71} 
Realising the demand for environmental exhibits in rfiuseuni!.; s.\n.' 
recognising the need c^f special efforts to develape sucii eKhibits,, 
the American Association of Museums, in 1971, publiafied a book 
entitled ,'Museum aiid the Environment., . . ft Haiid- book foi 
Education' . Thi^ book was designed to help museuin . ku fu!*'il_ kh.-oii' • 
role in making Lhe public aware of environr/ient pr'ok l(,'(i' and of the 
ways these probluins inighL bu •::ulved. 
It is significarrL that tkie AAM book stated that:-
" Museums i^^vi:^ adimirably equiped, through their diverse 
collections, t.heir expertise in display, their long experience 
in conservation, and their vast clientele, to play an 
important role in making ihe public aware of environmental 
problems as well as of the means for their soluation."(AAM -
71) 
Apart from the museums of United States of America and Britain, 
other museums of Western Europe have also been organising temporary 
exhibitions on environmental issues since last three dacades. 
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primary objective of promoting environmental education. To achieve 
this objective its permanent display galleries deals with topics 
related to nature conservation, ecology and environmental protection. 
The museum have used various modern multimedia presentation 
techniques, apart from traditional exhibits for the effective 
communication of the environmental conservation message to the 
public.(Naqvi - 86) 
Today it can be said that the natural history museums though 
slowly have realised their role in environmental and conservation 
education and through their exhibitions, which Are their main medxum 
of communication, natural history museums all over the world are 
responding to the increasing public interest in environmental issues. 
Educational Programmes of Natural History Museums 
Although exhibitions, with their potential to reach large 
numbers of people at an informal level is the preferred medium by 
which museums communicate with the public. Exhibition is more 
effective when it is suplemented by related educational activities. 
The importance of educational work in museums received 
particular prominence during the 1950s as a response to public's 
particularly, school-children's, interest in more informal learing 
through three dimensional objects/specimens. 
Natural history museums have been involved to a greater or 
lesser degree with educational programmes, both intra and extra 
mural, for the last three decades. Initially they took the form of 
services for schools which were turning to museums because of their 
new emphasis on object teaching. 
In their attempt to satisfy the varied demands of visitors and 
to play a more active educational role the natural history museums 
have undergone a change in their attitude to the visitor's needs and 
have been organising programmes and activities for their visitor 
particularly young visitors. 
Educational activities have been introduced in natural history 
museums but not to the same extent as in the art and craft and 
history museums. 
In 1951, ICOM conducted a questionnaire survey of methods of 
display and educational programmes of 74 natural history museums all 
over the world, the result of which was published in vol.VI/-3 of 
Museum in 1953. The survey confirms that same kind of educational 
activities were conducted by all.these museums. 
In 1952, in the journal Musigum,. two articles entitled 
'Educational programmes of natural history museums in Europe' 
(Bergman 1952) and 'Educational programmes of natural history museums 
in the United States' (Hatt 1952) were published. 
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• Describing the educational activities of natural history museums 
in Europe during the 1950s Bergman (1952,p.78) notes:-
"Museum management has concentrated primarily on children's 
education and where it has turned to the schools for 
co-operation it has met with great interest. in many native 
towns, for instance, museum have been a regular parL of the 
school schedules for many years. 
In planning the tution, advantage has been taken of ejiperience • 
of American museums, but the shaping of details has been worked 
out independently. In some places it has been found most 
suitable th^ it the school teachers themselves take charge of the 
tution and the teachers have been given an insight into the 
collection by courses of instruction. This tution is sometimes 
supplemented by pamphlets dbntaining work for the children. 
The museum lessons usually take place in display rooms, but in 
many museums e.g. in England, special classrooms have been 
instituted. In these a limited but carefully chosen collection 
of material is studied ^nd only at the end of the lesson is the 
main collection visited. 
In classrooms the objects can be passed round so that the 
children may handle the objects themselves, and here one can 
more easily make use of slides, films or gramophone records with 
all their advantages". 
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Bergman has also described some additional programmes organised by 
European museums, these include:-
"- lending of collections, slides and films to schools, which can 
be used during school lessons. 
- Aftei—school activities for children at museums. 
Further in his article Bergman comments: . 
"We are still at the beginning of an activity new to museums 
which has far from reached its final shape!" 
The natural history museums in athe United States of America were the 
first among natural history museums to organise educational 
programmes for the general public as well as for the school children. 
The diverse educational activities of natural history museums in the 
United States, have been summarised by Robert T.Hatt (1952, p.11) as 
follows:-
"One may characterise the educational endeavours of the American 
museums by saying that they have always been exploratory, trying 
every medium for extending the experience which the museum has 
to offer 
Instruction of individuals varies from the offering of 'museum 
games' to children, to the conducting of field excursions 
lasting several weeks. Staff lecturers speak in auditoria and 
exhibition halls, on the radio and on television. Educational'"^ 
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Mobile Exhibition, NMNH, New Delhi 
Mobile Exhibition, County Museum, Liverpool, U, 
Exhibit Loan Service, American MuBeum; of Natural 
History, Washington. 
Exhibit Loan Service, National Museum of Wales, 
U.K. 
Gallery Guidance, BM(NH), London, 
Gallery Lecture, NMNH, New Delhi. 
F i e l d E x c u r s i o n , NMIMH, New D e l h i 
Nature class at ihu seashore 
Museum txperiment Class, NSM, Japan. 
D i s c o v e r y Room, NSM, J a p a n . 
D i s c o v e r y Room, AMNH, W a s h i n g t o n 
Children at the Discovery Room 
D i s c o v e r y Room, NMNH, New D e l h i . 
Experiment class 
Nature Class, National Science Museum, Japan 
Gallery Demonstration, NMMH, New Delhi 
publications range from one page leaflets to large volumes. In 
general, our educational programmes tend to eKtend themselves 
more and more, and to provide a rich introduction to natural 
history, chiefly on non-academic level". 
Apart from research and exhibition programmes, Hatt (1952, 
p.12-14) has described the following activities of the American 
natural history museums: 
(a) Exhibit loan Service : Small exhibits prepared for circulation . 
among schools in the area of the museum. 
(b) Mobile Museums : Some museums have well equipped large 
automobile trailers as small travelling museums which are sent 
out to schools and other places where there are assemblages of 
people. 
(c) Films and Slide Lending Service : The organisation of film 
lending libraries and slide lending services Are also part of 
— the extension service of many well-developed natural history 
museums. 
(d) Branch Museum: Another aspect of the educational perspective of 
American natural history museums is their occasional 
establishment of trailside museums as small branch institutions 
in the country or in parks. 
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(e) Lecture and Guide Services; The most generally provided 
facility is some sort of guide service. This service is usually 
limited to organised groups and is ordinarily avilable without 
charge. Special demonstrations Are provided for the blind in 
centres for instructions for the sightless. 
(f) Excursions and Field Instructions; Museums have found that 
interest engendered by, or increased through, museum exhibits 
may be given new impetus and direction through field study 
under the guidance of staff. Most frequently this study takes 
the form of excursions to nearby points of interest, but some of 
the excursion trips are taken to distant natural parks and 
wildlife sanctuaries. In many societies field trips of this 
sort Are conducted by societies of amateurs which may enjoy a 
— quasi-official status in relation to the community museum. 
(g) Classes and Demonstrations; Generalisations adre difficult to 
make in attempting to summarise this field. Community 
situations lead to a wide vatiety of programmes. There Are 
classes for the very young and the very old. Some Are conducted 
by the students themselves. 
The role of educational activities in the natural history 
museums becomes more relevant in relation to their recent involvement, 
in making the public aware of contemporary environmental issues. 
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Kjell Engstrom (1980) discussing the significance of educational 
activities of natural history museums, especially with their 
temporary and travelling exhibition notes: 
"I am convinced that the exhibition itself will not be able to 
awaken the interest of the public. Only by assing activities of 
different kinds where the exhibition form the basis for 
discussion and other programmes, the whole exhibition project 
will make its full impact and fulfil its aim — a better 
knowledge and understanding in environmental problems among the 
public." 
Museums of natural history have also recognised that children 
should be the main target audience for their activities and 
programmes in the field of environmental education, because it is the 
children of today who are going to be the respeonsible citizens of 
tomorrow and who will in turn help to solve the environmental 
problems of the future by understanding their existence today. 
Though the educational activities of natural history museums for 
children may differ from country to country and museum to museum, 
there are some common trends. One of the common features of the 
recent attempts of natural history museums for the active 
participation of visitors in museums is the concept of 'Discovery 
Rooms' . 
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'Discovery Room' amd the 'Children's Hall' is very much an 
American phenomenon of the last ten years. The first Discovery Room 
was developed by the National Museum of Natural History of the 
Smithsonian Institution in Washington D.C. and was followed by the 
similar venture at the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia, 
the American Museum of Natural History, New York, Florida State 
Museum in Gainesville and the Brooklyn Children's Museum. This 
entire museum is devoted to the 'Discovery Concept'.(Munyer - 83) 
In 1976 The Royal Onatario Museum (ROM), at Toronto set up a 
small working group to investigate the feasibility of establishing a 
Discovery Room at the ROM. In 1976 this working group produced its 
report entitled Hands On: Setting up a Discovery Room in your Museum 
or School. This reprort is perhaps the most elaborate account of the 
Discovery Room Concept, and includes the following description: 
"The discovery room concept is one in which a large room would be 
provided in the Museum, open to the publlic, and stocked with 
materials from and about the ROM collections. Visitors to the 
room would be able to handle and interact with these materials 
under minimum supervision. The underlying educational concept 
is that the visitors would discover new levels of knowledge 
through this interaction with the materials. The manipulation 
of materials, closer observation offered by this, and curiosity 
aroused, would deepen the learning of the visitors to this room. 
(ROM 1979,p.3.)" 
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Edward Munyer (1983), notes that the Discovery Rooms i n natural 
history museums were.formally defined by the Illinois State Museum's 
Associate Curator of Science and Technology Centres Workshop on 
Discovery Rooms as: 
"A restricted space within a museum in which individuals of all 
ages have access to quality specimens normally unavailable to 
sensory touch and through a systematic organisation, come to 
learn independently the basic principles in the natural 
sciences. " . . . . 
These discovery rooms or smilar facilities have appeared in many 
more American museums in the last decade including the Milwaukee 
public museum's *Youth Centre', the James Ford Bell Museum of Natural 
History's 'Touch and see Room', the Field Museum's ' Place of wonder' 
and Illionois State Museum's * A place for Discovery' and many 
others. 
Encouraged by the success of the American Museum's 'Discovery 
Room', some museums in other parts of the would have also developed 
'Discovery Rooms', including for example the National Museum of 
Natural History in New Delhi aind the first in Europe, the Children's 
Hall at the Natural History Museum in Vienna in 1977. 
Most of the educational activities and programmes of Natural 
history Museums all over the world Are inhouse programme related to 
the topics of biology and ecology even the so called excursion and 
field instruction activities are mostly related to nature exploration 
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and taxanomy. To be more effective in fulfiling their role as centres 
for environmental education, natural history museums should 
re-designe their education activities focusing on current 
environmental issues, for this they should collaborate and 
co-ordenate with other agencies active in the area of environmental 
education, such as native reserve, environmental centres etc. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
NATURE PRESERVES 
Nature reserves Brt^ conceived as undisturbed natural ecosystems 
for preserving genetic diversity and promoting nature conservation. 
In the present study 'Nature Reserve' is used as a general term 
covering National parks and wild life sanctuaries, biosphare "reserves 
or any equivalant reserve. 
The National Park Idea: 
National parks, or nature reserves can be seen as part of man's 
reaction to his own ruthless exploitation of nature. The nineteenth 
centuary saw the conquest and division of the globe by the advanced 
industrial nations of the west, and the use of industrial technology 
to exploit the nature resources of the world. The Cornucopian view 
that the bounty of nature has no limits was almost universal, and no 
where was it held more strongly than in United States ut America, 
where the very scale and charactor of the process of conquest 
produced its own, specifically American reaction.(Runte - 79) 
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History of National Parks; 
In ancient Persia, the noble man had " Hunting preserves " out 
side their cities and the Sanskrit word for them, meaning the "Land 
beyond" gave us the word "Paradi.ce". In Mid-eval India, Mughi^ls and 
other kings and Nawabs had established a number of 'Shikar gahs' 
(huntirfg reserves or game reserves) which later became national parks 
and wildlife sanctuaries. 
In United States and Europe, especeally in England, when game 
became less plentiful 1, the crown and the 'noblemen' who cantrolled 
most of the land hired game keepers to keep the commoners from 
poaching their hunting and fishing preserves.(MacEwen - 82) 
The U.S. President Abraham Lincoln signed an act of congress in 
1864 ceding the Yosemite Valley and the Mariposa Grove of giant 
sequoias to the state of California to be used as public park on 
condition that it would be 'In atienable for all times'. In 1872 the 
first national park was established at Yellowstone, but what at first 
sight seams a simple desire to protect natural beauty becomes most 
complex when examined more closely. A recent study of the origins of 
national parks in United States suggests that they originated in the 
search for a national identity and the glorification of the scenic 
wonders revealed by the exploration and conquest of the west (Runte 
1979). The driving force behind the designation of Yusemite was 
'monumentalism not environmentalism', and it was not until 1930s that 
a part of the Florida Evenglades was designated as the first 
'wilderness' national park. 
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The American Idea that a democratic government should preserve 
regions of scenic beauty for the enjoyment of all its citizen has 
been traced by Roper (1973) back to Jefferson in 1815 and Emerson in 
1889. What~ever the reasons and objectives of origen of nature 
reserves may be, the idea has flurished in the United States in the 
last centuary and today there are more than fifty well maintained 
national parks in the United States of America which Are centraly 
controlled by a National Park Service (NPS). 
During 19205 and 30s the national park idea started spreading in 
Europe, Africa and Asia and parks were established in Itley (1923), 
Congo (1925), South Africa (1926), Burma (1927), India (1928 - Manas, 
1935 - Haily), France(1929), U.S.S.R. (1930), Denmark (1930), but 
soon the second world war started and the national park movement come 
to a stand-stil1. The war ended in 1945 and the idea of establishing 
national parks once again got momentum and a far more national parks 
were established around the world, especially during the 1950s parks 
were established in Japan (1949), Zambia (1950), Kenya (1950), Uganda 
(1952) and Australia (1955).(Sankhla - ?) 
The British Approach to National Parks; 
The essential difference between the American or International 
concept and that of Britain is that the national parks of England and 
Wales, (there are non in Scotland, for various reasons are areas that 
have been materially altered by human exploitation and occupation (as 
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oppose to the American national parks or ecosystems which were not 
materially altered by hLwnan exploitation and occupation) for 
thousands of years and a.re now changing faster than ever before. 
They Bre farmed afforested, criss-crossed by roads and power lines, 
worked for their resources of water, minerals, studded by hamlets, 
villages and even small towns. They are for the most part 
privatelley owned and little of the land in public ownership has ben 
acquired for national park purposes.(MacEven - 82) 
The movement for the protection of the most beauatiful scenery 
in England and Wales originated in Lake district. Wordsworth 
published his Guide to the Lakes in iSlO. He concluded his book by 
saying that he and other ' persons of pure taste deem 
the district a sort of national property, in which every man has a 
right and interest who has an eye to perceive and heart to enjoy. 
(Wordsworth - 1877) 
The national trust was founded in the Lake District in 1885, by 
much the same people as formed the friends of the lake district, the 
preservationist group from which the movement for national parks 
spring in the 1930s. 
Ramsay Macdonald's second labour government in 1929, appointed 
the Addison committee to report on the feasibility of national parks. 
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and improvement of facilities for countryside recreation.(Addison -
31) The report recomended the establishment of national reserves and 
nature sanctuaries. In 1945 another report entitled Dower Report on 
national parks in England and Wales was published. In this report 
the national park was defined as, 
" An extensive area of beau'tiful and relatively wild country in 
which for the nation's benefit and by appropreate national decision 
and action (a) the characteristic land scape beauty is strictly 
preserved, (b) acess and facilities for open air enjoyment are amply 
provided, (c) wild-life and buildings and places of architectural and 
historic interest are suitably protected, while (d) established 
forming use is effectively maintained".(Dower - 45) 
The national parks and Access to the Countryside Act was passed 
by the E^ritish Parliment in 1949. This act defined the areas to be 
designated as, 
"Those extensive tracts of country in England and Wales as to which 
it appears to the (National Park) commission that by reasons of : 
•.(a) Their natural beauty and 
(b) The opportunities they afford for open air recreation 
having regard to their position in relation to centres 
of population" . (liacEwen - S2) 
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The first world conference on National Parks was held in 1962 at 
Seattle, U.S.A., and delegates from sixty three nations participated 
in this conference. By the second conferance the total particepent 
countries increased to eighty. 
The International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural 
Resources (lUCN), (founded in 1948 under the sponsership of UNESCO 
and the French Government) in 1969 adopted the following definition 
for the National Parks. 
"A National Park is relatively a long area (a) Where one or 
several ecosystems are not materially altered by human ,. 
exploitation and ocupattion', where plant and animal species, 
geomarphoiolgical sites and habitats are of special scientific, 
educative and recreative interest or which contain a natural 
landscape of great beauty and (b) Where the highest competent 
authority of the country has taken steps to prevent or 
eliminate as soon as possible, exploitation or occupation in 
the whole area, and to enforce effectively the respect of 
ecological, geomorphological or aesthetic features which have 
led to its establishment and (c) Where visitors are allowed to 
enter, under special conditions, for inspeirational, cultural 
and recreative purposes".(lUCN - 75) 
I'his defenition clearly shows the shift of emphasis from the 
* scenic beauty' and 'natural landscape' to 'ecosystems' and 
'habitats'. 
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National Parks and Mild life Sanctuaries in India: 
Today most of the India's wildlife finds protection in its 74 
National Parks and 450 wildlife sanctuaries located in different 
parts of the country and comprising i^bout four precent of the' 
country's geographical areA. This legal protection of wildlife in 
India today is largely based on the wildlife (protection) Act of 
1972. But while this was the first national act dealing with 
wildlife protection, it had several important forerunners going back 
over'several centuries. These include the edicts of Emporar Ashoka, 
which protected wildlife throughout his empire, the restrictions on 
hunting imposed by Jain and Buddist kings, and the protection of 
private hunting preserves by several mideval kings, monarchs 
including mughal emporar Jahangir. 
The first wildlife protection law perhaps was the Elephant 
Preservation Act promulgated by the Briatish in 1879. Among the 
•first genaralised laws was the Wild Birds and Wild Animals 
(protection) Act, 1912, extending to almost the whole British India, 
(Kothari - 89) 
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After Independance in 1947, several Indian States promulgated 
their own laws modelled after the Bombay Wild Animal and Wild Birds 
(protection) Act, 1951. The Indian Forest Act, 1927 also restricted 
hunting in areas designated as reserved or protected forests, and 
made provisions for declaring sanctuaries.(Kothari - 89) 
Perhaps the first Act meant exclusively for the protection of 
wildlife and its habitat was the Hailey National Parks Act of U.P., 
under which the Hailey (now Corbett) National Park was setup in 1936. 
The Wildlife (Protection) Act of 1972 was promulgated out of a 
long felt need to have a central legislation dealing not only with 
hunting but also with the creation of protected areas. This act has 
been accepted by all the states and union territories of India except 
Jammu and Kashmir, which has its own Wildlife (protection) Act. 
One of the most significant steps towards wildlife conservation 
in India was forming of a National Wildlife Action Plan, in 1982 by 
the Indian Board of Wildlife whioh along with other things 
recamended, " the establishment of a network of protected areas such 
as national parks, sanctuaries and biosphere reserves to cover 
representative samples of all major wildlife ecosystems and which 
adequate geographical destribution. 
Support for wildlife education and interpretation aimed at a 
wider public appreceation of the importance of wildlife to human 
betterment". 
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Based on the above, the National Action Plan was formulated-
Objective of the plan included.the following:-
(a) Establishment of a Representative Network of Protected 
Areas. 
(b) Wildlife Education and Interpretation,(Khoshoo - 88) 
The wildlife (protection) Act 1972 not only specifies the _ 
procedures to be followed in setting up national parks, 
sanctuaries,game reserves and closed areas, but also specifies the 
management parameters by indicating the sorts of activities that ars 
allowed or forbidden in such protected areas. The act also lists the 
procedures and considerations relevent to the following or 
disallowing of diverse uses of national parks or sanctuaries. 
National Parks; 
National parks are given a higher level of protection, 
considering no grazing is permitted within them and it is specified 
that, 
" No peerson shall destroy, exploil or remove any wildlife from 
a national park or destroy or damage the habitat or any wild 
animal or deprive any wild animal of its habitat within such 
• national park except under and in accordance with a permit 
'granted by the chief wildlife warden and no such permit shall 
be granted unless the state government, being satisfied that 
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such destruction, e;;plQitation or removal of wildlife from the 
national park is necessary for the improvement and better 
management of wildlife therein, authorises the issue of such 
permit, (section 35 (6) of the Act.)"(Kothari - 89) 
Also no private land holding or right is allowed within a 
national park. 
Wildlife Sanctuaries; 
Wildlife Sanctuaries are accorded a lesser level of protection,-
for in sanctuaries certain types of activities might be allowed not 
only 'for the better protection of wildlife', but also 'for any other 
good and sufficient ree^son' . 
The procedure for setting up a national park differ from the 
procedure for settiing up a sanctuary. In the case of sanctuaries, 
an area is first declared a sainctuary (section 18 of the act). Then 
other steps Are taken to determine, extinguish, acquire or other wise 
adjust existing rights (section 19 to 26). This ensures that only 
those activities Are allowed in a sanctuary which Are considered 
compatible with the interest of wildlife protection. 
For national parks, the intention to constitute an AreA into a 
national park is first declared (section 25) and then all steps 
prescribed for a sanctuary Are followed. After the completion of 
these steps, the area is declared a national park through a 
notification (section 35(4)). 
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Out of 74 national parks of India only 24 have been given the 
full legal status of a national park till date. Although the 
Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972, can also declare areas as 
sanctuaries and national parks, other wise it is the State Government 
whiuch normally by its notification, declare any area to be a 
sanctuary or a national park and is responsible to manage it. This 
is the reason that is there is no uniform, coherent central 
management plan available to be followed for the proper functioning 
of these resereves. It is therefore recommended that the Union 
Ministry of Environment and Forests in consultations with State 
Governments shoould constitute a high level committee to closely 
examine the existing activities in sanctuaries and parks. In the 
context of sanctuaries and national park's role in furthuring nature 
conservation education and environmental interpretation it can be 
said that in India they Are still concerned only with the protection 
and conservation of wildlife and their habitates. Only few of them 
have some facilities and programmes for environmental interpretation. 
For example Centre for Environmental Education, Ahmadabad have 
developed a programme and facilities for Kanha National Park for 
environmental interpretation. Few other parks like Pariyar and 
Melghat- have also a visitor centre and a publication programme, but 
to be able to play an effective role in creating environmental 
awareness and to be a potential centre for.non-formal environmental 
education a more comprehensive programme and facilities for nature 
interpretation and environmental education will have to developed by 
each and every wildlife sanctuary and national parks of India. 
CHAPTER SIX 
NATURE RESERVES AND ENVIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION 
Apart from being reservoirs of the genetic diversity of flora 
and founa and promoters of nature conservation, nature reserves can 
also become ideal sites to promote environmental awareness. There 
can be no better 'Learning Laboratories' for nature and environmental 
education than natural ecosystems themselves. But to be ideal 
'learning laboratories',, nature reserves should have appropriate 
interpretive programmes with this specific objective. 
The Interpritive Programme; ' 
Th6 over all interpretive effort is known as the interpretive 
programme. It includes the personnel, facilities, and all the 
inte.rpretive activities of any nature reserve. The interpretive 
programme relates the natural phenomena of a reserve to the visitors 
and utilizes a wide variety of methods ot present this subject 
matter. 
Interpretive Plan; 
Interpritive planing is essentially a process — an approach to 
a particular management activity. An interpretive plan is to guide 
the operation, preservation and maintenance of the interpritive 
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progranime. The plan discusses the purpose, the significance of the 
area, how we expect to maintain and use it. The plan also discusses 
how it is to be operated, the facilities, their layout and 
justification. In the development of the plan it is important that 
it is not be viewed as an end in itself. Plan is a dynamic tool. 
Beecause of new information, changing social attitudes and values, 
new technology, and new ways of approaching problems, it is 
imperative that a plan be flexible enough to respond to and reflect 
such changes. It must always be open to,comment and revision. 
Interpretive Hedia; 
The interpretive media are defined as the means, methods, 
devices or instruments by which the interpretive message is presented 
to the public. Media selection is an integral part of the 
interpretive planning process. 
Factors influencing the selection of interpretive media: 
a) The Visitor: The interpretive planner should select a 
media mi;; that will provide a vide range of 
programmes as possible to cater to all kinds 
of visitors. 
b) Visitor Orientation: People may reject the interpretive offering 
if they have not been made to feel welcom 
tothe"area. It is therefore importent to 
select a medium or mixmedia very carefully 
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so that the visitors feel comfortable when 
they arive at the nature reserve. Smiling 
face of the person manning the information/ 
reception desk is always better than welcome 
and direction signs. Information service 
leaflets, information signs/boards are also 
helpfull in visitor orientation. 
Other factors influencing selection of media arei 
1. Visitor media relationship. 
2. Visitor protection and safty. 
3. Visitor season. 
4. Resource protection. 
5. Media availability and cost. 
6. Maintenance/weather. 
The task of media selection is usually carried out by the 
interpretive planner or by the interpretive specialist. The 
specialist therefore must have a knowledge of the advantages and 
disadvantages of each medium and its impact on the visitors of the 
nature reserves. 
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visitor Centre at Sandia Peak 
Figure 22 
Mam Visitor Centre, tverglades National, Paik 
Figure 23 
Interpreting trie environment, Extilbits at the Rio u.anue 
Nature Centre 
Figure 24 
prientation or Visitor Centre; 
A orientation or visitor centre should be the first public 
faciliaty in a nature reserve. The purpose of this centre is to 
welcome and prepare the visitor for the right kind of experience in 
the reserve. Two types of orientation may be required by the 
visitor: 
(a) Physical orientation of the rB'Si^T'VB with reference to 
where the visitor is, where to go, routs, traffic 
patterns and public convenience etc. 
(b) Conceptual orientation, such as the objective of the 
reserve, the species of plants and animals found there 
and the geological, 'c1imitilogical and ecological factors 
of the reserve. 
Museum like exhibits are the best medium for the conceptual 
orientation of the visitor, which is of great significance in order 
to achieve the goal of environmental educattion. The advantage of 
museum like eMhibits is that they can display orignal specernen 'a 
real thing', which every visitor always wish to see.. The desired 
effect of exhibits can only be achieved when they ^rB properly 
planned and designed. For this the nature reserves can collaborate 
wit h r I a t u r a 1 h i story m u s e u m s . "' 
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The museum like exhibits can be installed out-side the visitor 
centre. These out~sxde exhibits are known as the wayside, trail-side 
or road-side exhibits. To emphasise on the environmeri tal or 
ecologici-tl aspects of the nature reserves such exhibitis may be 
installed at different places allover the nature reserves. For 
example in a bird sanctuary, near £j waiter body, where water birds £*re 
found, exhibits on the ecological factors related to the water body 
along with the exhibit on the types of birds found there, may be 
installed. 
' • * * . ' • 
The hedia or Techniques of Interpretation; 
The interpretive media or techniques traditionally being used in 
the national parks and nature centres all over the world can be 
divided into two categories A.PERSONAL (Attended) SERVICES and 
B.NON-PERSONAL (Un Attended) SERVICES. 
A.PERSONAL SERVICES: 
Here the visitor comes into direct contact with the 
i n t e r • p r e t a txan s p e c i a 1 j. s t 111 r o u g I'l the medium of ( i ) Inform a t x o n d u t y 
(2) Conducted activities (3) Talk to groups (4) Living interpretation 
Personal services Are considered the ideal interpretive medium for 
reasons of their wormth and flaxibility. Through personal contact 
the visitors feel welcome and honoured and a two way communication 
can' be develop by the personal contact. 
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^p^?'^ y Inlerprelative Session on bal llighl. Carlsbad Caverns 
Conductecl Interpretive Service at a National 
Park, India. 
Live Demonstration at a Nature Centre, India. 
1. Information Duty;- The interprator is stationed at a particular 
location and the visitor comes to her/him for information and 
guidance. The location of information duty cPuld be at the entrance, 
on information counter/desk m a visitor orientation centre, the road 
side information booth or at any point of visitor concentration. 
2. Conducted Activities;- The conducted activities include trails, 
walks, hikes5 elephent, jeep, boat or bus tours. The visitor joins 
the mterpretor/ranger for a guided tour, who explains or mterprates 
the nature, environment and wildlife.to the visitor. The visitor can 
ask questions and can enter into discussion with the interprater. 
The advantage of this service is that the interprator can vary the 
narrative according to the types, needs and prior knowledge of the 
audience. 
3. Talk tn RrouDs;- The interprator can make presentations at 
announced tiffie and places, such as orientation centre, compfires, 
auditorium and locations of special interest. The talJs or 
presentations sire most effective when presented to a small audience, 
where ±wo way communication or discussions with the visitor is 
-possible.(Sharpe - 76) 
In Indian nature reserves, the best personal interpretation 
service may be provided by properly trained and oriented local 
population living in and arround the nature reserve. The llahavats. 
Jeep drivers. Boatman etc., who Are many a times employees of the 
reserves and are local people can also be trained and oriented to 
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become enthusiastic Interprators. Even at present in Indian nature 
reserves these people is^rB in their own way interpreting things and 
places while conducting visitors through the reserves. 
B. NON - PERSONAL SERVICES:-
In this approach visitors are informed by the device that takes 
the place of the interpretor. These are important interpretive 
services with numerous advantages but however they should not be 
considered as a replacement for personal contact. Following 
non-personal interpretation devices may be considered as a means of 
expanding the interpretive programme in a nature reserve. 
1. ftudio Devices;- These are devices that have human voices or other 
sound effects carrying the message by means of stationary tape 
repeaters, portable cassettes, close circute telivision or individual 
car radio reception. In India the advantage of these devices is that 
cassettes of different languages can be played for different language 
groups visiting the reserve. The audio message can be enhanced 
through the use of authentic familiar voices (such as radio, 
television news reader, film personalities etc) suitable music, and 
natural sounds. Audio device is offen used in conection with other 
media, such as motion pictures, slide programme, exhibits and self 
guided trails. 
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Orientation sign. National Park, India, 
• jr . . 
Orientation sign. National Park, U.S.A. g 
Information sign, Bharatpur Bird Sanctuary, 
India. 
I n f ! 
' r m a t i o n L a b e l , J s l a t i o n a l P a r k , U . S . A . 
I d e n t i f i c a t i o n L a b e l , N a t i o n a l P a r k , U . S . A . 
Advantages of Audio devices: 
In general J, the advantages"of Audio devices are:-
(a) An audio message is usually less visually or aesthetically 
distracting than a printed sign or label. 
(b) The audio message allow viewers to concentrate their visual 
attention on the features of the scene before them, without 
interuption. 
(c) Studies have shown that the visitors attentions span is 
longer for audio messages than for printed labels. 
(d) A taped voice maintains enthusiasim even at the end of a 
long day.(Sharpe -76) 
• In summary it can be said that the audio messages often 
communicate more effectively than signs or labels, and they AKB more 
economical than maintaing 'live' interpreters. 
Signs and Labels; 
Two types of signs are commanly used in interpretive programmes 
of nature reserves, interpretive signs and administrative signs. 
Entrance, orientation, information and directonal signs are 
classified as administrative signs. 
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The purpose of interpretive signs is to interprate on the site 
the natural processes, physical features of an aresi and the wildlife, 
there by providing visitors with a feeling of particepation and 
personal discovery unstructured by interpretive personal. Labels Are 
a type of interpretive signs. They Are used to interpret and to 
identity objects, specimen. 
Though signs and labels have some advantages like, they are 
inexpensive, their maintenance is easy, and they are in place all the 
time to provide interpretation, even before and after normal working 
hours, But signs and labels have many more disadvanteges as they are 
passive and visitors normally are not interested in reading while 
visiting. The nature reserve interpretation with signs and labels is 
on-way communication, therefore visitors can not ask for more 
detailed information as they can from an interpreter. 
In a country like India where"literacy percentage is very low 
interpretive signs and labels do not have much significance. Another 
problem for the use of interpretive signs and labels in Indian nature 
reserves is of many languages spoken, read and understood in India. 
In each and every nature reserve of India signs and labels have to bp 
in at least three languages, the local regional language, the 
national language and English for the elite and iptt;?rri.Vit i ' i; al 
visitors. The best alternative in such a situation ir; |K:M'-y;nn,: 1 
service or audio device e.g. public address system whirh i •:; foiir.'! !'> 
be very effective in :fndi.c^  for- hjoth orientation and nuirlonrr? o*-
public participating in rallies, festivals and fairs -oi:! ::;]:;?;:: lion 
m«ucfe 
WpHWNp j^^  
Interpretive Publications, Laka:. District National 
Park, U.K. 
Interpretive Publications, India, 
m?c-t lngs e+'c. I n t h p case o f n a t u r p r c-"-j•='!•'.//•'- r,it i.] ' i;- .td(ii"C'e>r syctem 
w i l l h^-wo y.o tan itsGd v e r y r a r G f u l l y Kc< fh- i f i t ^ luo. r.nl , l i j l - i i r h t he 
p!jL\r!:-' o f thr^ na tu r .? ] a rea and i s nciL o b t r u 5 i v ( i r innoi ' l i - ' j !<» l )o th 
y i - , i i-ors? *and w i l d l l f f s o f t h e n a t u r e re<--=>(Tv<.>. 
Tn'^nrprr ' t i -r: P';bl T r a t i o n n s 
'ih_' iiiDt.lj.um of wi'iting often ^^ lLth drawings and photographs is the 
iiiUL.!--ca.T.niQn Ww\y of museums and nature reserves to communicate with 
Lhoxr vjLEiitors. They may be in the form of guide books, orientation 
maps, information leaflets, check lists of exhibits and museums and 
species in the reserve. 
Publications &re one of the many tools to communicate with the 
visitors, so knowing the limitations as well as advantages of- these 
publications is very important. First let us consider the 
disadvantages of publications as compared with other media. 
(a) l^utalications lack the 'wormith' of a personal contact. 
(b) Visitors often take publications just to 'have one' rather than 
to read it. 
(c) Dynamic concepts such as geological forces over a period of time, 
Are difficult to convey through this static medium. 
(d) Publication are a one way form of communication and direct feed 
back is lacking. 
J7^ 
(e) Publications are written in a particular style without the 
— possibility of changing the message to fit the audience. 
On the other hand, interpretive publication do have some real 
advantages over personal servive and other media. They are:-
(a) For regularly asked questions, publication are the best medium. 
(b) To communicate a long and complex story or theoretical details 
about things, publications are the most effective medium. 
(c) Publication can be distributed widely beyond the reserve to creat 
new clientele for the reserve. 
(d) Publication, if read in advance, can orient and sensitize 
visitors to a reserve helping them to make the better use of 
their time after they arive at the reserve. 
(e) Publications arm easly to revise and duplicate and their message 
can be improved and updated. Improvements are much more costly 
when dealing with films and exhibits. 
(f) Publications are the cheapest tool in the interpreter's mixed 
bag. If it is for sale, it may pay for itself or even provide a 
small income.(Sharpe - 76) 
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Self Guided Nature Trail, India, 
Self Guided Nature Trail, India 
Self-Guided nature trail; 
The self guided nature trail in interpretation is a device that 
places visitors in direct contact with the nature reserves. A 
self-guided nature trail means that the visitors are on their own on 
a foot-path along which their attention is drawn to interesting and 
relevent features of the reserve that might otherwise be ower looked 
or not fully appreciated and understood. Printed message, either in 
guide-book form or on fix signs have traditionally been used for this 
purpose. In some U.S. national parks audio devices are also being . 
used for self-guided nature trails. 
In Indian nature reserves self guided nature trails can be a 
very useful 1 device for the already motivated visitors who are 
already oriented to lern on their own by using the facilities for 
this purpose. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
COLLABORATION BETWEEN NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUMS AND NATURE RESERVES IN 
THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION, 
To ach/.e»ve the common objective of creating environmental 
awareness both natural history museums and nature reserves have been 
p]i^ ying an increasing role. However there is much more to be done for 
which both these agencies would have to work in closer collaboration. 
The natural history museums and nature reserves parallel each 
other in many of their activities and programmes. They have so much 
in common that in countries like U.S.A., Canada, and Britain, where 
they both are very active, nature reserves &re often thought as a 
type of natural history museum.(Lewis,R.H. - 79) 
In the United States almost every national pari-- hat. atleast one 
museum and some of the natural history museums and national parks 
have been interacting with each other in many areas. Some natural 
history museums of the U.S. national park service have been actively 
involved with programmes to stimulate environmental awareness fr om 
the beg&ning of the present century. This arose from the recognition 
by some museums that to be more effective it was necessary to 
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"encourage the public to gain a first hand experience of natural 
history and environment through their outdoor programmes and 
activities. 
In co-ordination with the U.S. national park service these 
museums have been active in organising educational programmes, nature 
centres and trailside museums. 
Since its foundation in 1906, the American Association of 
Museums in association with the Carnegie Instituate and Laura Spelman 
Rockefeller Memorial, has promoted the trailside museum programme of 
the national parks. 
As early as in 1918, the museum of natural history in New York 
sponsored and trained George Gladden's Boy Scout Troop to lead the 
blind through exhibits in a nature park. This was also one of the 
earliest nature programmes in America for the handicapped 
(Gladden, G.1919). 
Co-operation between natural history museums i\r\d natural parks 
has been seen as a natural development in America where more and more 
co-operation between natural history museums and natural parks has 
been seen as a natur£^l development in America where more and more 
co-ordinated programmes and activities have been developed both for 
the young and the adult. 
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Sharps (1976) records the first nature museum at a Scout Camp 
at Kanawauke Lake in 1922, set up with materials borrowed from the 
American Museum of National History. He credits Messrs.W.A.Walsh, 
DriH.C.Bumpus, T.B.Hyde and W.H.Carr with the development of the 
first trailside museums at Harriman and Bear Mountain State park. 
The first permanent trailside museum at Bear Mountain built in 1927, 
was sponsored by the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial which had 
also sponsored the first park Museum at Yosemite in 1924 (Stansfield 
1984) . 
Lewis (1979) reviewing the history of the U.S.National park 
service and discussing the eKisting and possibe relations between 
natural parks and natural history museums notes: 
"The fundamental simitc^rities between museums and parks makes 
them natural partners. The two kinds of institutions parallel each 
other in many of their aims and activities. Consequently they often 
contribute to the same ecologicai*and sociological ends even when 
they work independently." 
Most of the natural parks of the U.S.National Park Service now 
have a museum or visitor centre of their own. Natural parks in the 
United States along with their activities in taxonomy, behaviour and 
conservation research in collaboration with natural history museums, 
Are also active in the field of education. 
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The small park museums and nature centres in the parks are 
responding to the educational needs of the visitors. Some of the 
park museums in the United States were promoted by the American 
Association of Museums. TIte Hedglinq Park Museum was set up by the 
AAM in 1924 (Lewis 79). Later the AAM helped in the foundation of 
museums in various parks, at for example Yellowstone and iJrand Canyon 
National Park and Bear Mountain State Park. The AAM also organised- a 
National and State Parks Section which served as a forum within the 
Association for the ecological concerns of parks until the early 
60's. In this way educational work in the parks and in many museums 
acquired a new dimension. 
Describing the collaborative activities of museums and parks 
during the 1960's Lewis (1979) notes: 
" During the 1950's and 70's a growing realisation of impending 
environmental crists spread through public consciousness. Museums 
and parks have reacted to this in comparable ways, but with 
apparently little direct collaboraation. Starting in 1967, for 
example, the National Park Service launched a special training 
programme for its management personnel " 
The 1970's have seen t\r)e national park service initiate several 
important environmental education programmes, some of them in 
col labqiration with museums in the area of environmental 
interpretation. It appears now, however, that in the United States 
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the out door interpretation of the natural environment has become 
very much the province of the N^itional Parks and the Forest Service 
etc., and not of the natural history museums. 
In Britain the approach is quite different, as such activities 
are being organised by voluntary bodies and schools. Tracing the 
history of Heritage Inaaterpretation in Britain, Stansfield(1984) 
notes: 
" Although there has been a long tradiation in E<ritain of school 
nature walks and of active amateur natural history societies, the 
germ of the idea of countryside centres can be traced to the National 
Park Committee (Hobhouse Committee) set up in 1947 to report on the 
proposal to set up National Parks in the United Kingdom. The report 
recommended the setting up of National Park Centres in each park-
The tvMO National Nature Weeks (1963,66) saw the first large 
scale introduction of nature trails into Britain and in 1965 the 
Ulster Museum in Belfasat opend a small exhibition in a purpose built 
timber building at Tollymore Park, where the attendance soon eclipsed 
that of- the host museum in Belfast. In the same year the Hancock 
Museum at Newcastle-upon-Tyne mounted a modest exhibition in a 
converted cottage..." 
Since the 1960's museums in Britain have contributed to 
countryside interpretation activities, largely through assistance to 
other agencies, Bome^times providing specimens and exhibits. Only two 
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museums have set up new centres; one at Smithills Hall, Bolton 
(Greenwood, 1976), and a second at Brumby Common Nature Reserve in 
Lincolnshire. Stansfield (1983) notes: 
" Although museums have played an important part in 
interpretation; they cannot be considered to be in the 
main stream of the movement. The initiative now lies with 
National Parks, Country Parks and voluntary bodies such as the 
National Trust.." 
Some British museums are however involved in other types of 
interpretation activities such as the organisation of countryside 
excursions and in managing the Country Park. For example, Merscyside 
County Museum has been responsible for the management of Croxteth 
Coun.try Park on the outskirts of- Liverpool since 1974 (discontinued 
1986). 
For more active participation of museums in natural heritage 
interpretation, Stansfield (1984) recommends: 
"The museum, through its collection and specialised knowledge 
of the loct^ l. fauna, flora and geology, has much of the 
information and eitpertise required for countryside 
interpretation. It is also in a position to provide suitable 
specimens and has the necessary expertise to prepare exhibits 
and to undertake the design and production work for 
interpretive literature and signboards." 
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In many Asian and African countries though there are many nature 
reserves and some of the countries are also having natural history 
museums, the interaction between these two institutions m the field 
of environmental education is either lacking or inadequate. For 
example in India tlie interaction between these two institutions is 
surprisingly lacking, although both these institutions dire fairly 
active in the field of environmental educaation and nature 
conservation, and both s^re working under the administrative control 
of the same ministry i.e. The Ministry of Environment and Forests. 
During the last century many seminars, workshops etc. have been 
held around the world to discuss the possible interaction and 
collaboration between natural history museums and nature reserves m 
the field of non-formal environmental education. 
In 1779 the International Committee for Museology (ICOFOM) of 
the International Council for Museums (ICOM) had published a report 
of seminar it had organised on the topic, " Socioloayicai and 
Ecological Aspect?; m Modern Museum Activities in the light of 
co-operation with other related Institutions." 
During this seminar, relation between museums and institutions 
taking care of architactural and historical monuments, national 
parks, game reserves, zoos and botanical gardens, were discussed. 
s: 
Jelinek,(1979) discuBsing the relationship between muBeums and 
naaature reserves in his introductory remark observes that:-
"The rise of so-called 'ecomusseums' (the idea which was 
formulated years ago by 6.H.Riviere) is an important milestone. 
Ecomuseums arise most often as a type of historical museums, 
namely of ethnographic museums, some time as museums of history 
oftechnology or natural history museums. In the sphere of 
natural sciences we can see a strong,link with some of the 
natural parks, which usually have a smaller or larger site 
museum in their entrance part, serving as an introduction to 
the national park or reserve territory." 
Further in his introductory remark Jelinek notes that:-
" The second topic is the question of modern development trends 
in museums, architectural and historical monuments, nature 
parks, game reserves and 200s. Namely the new trends 
envisaging close co-operation amongst the above institutions." 
- ---•1-
Summersing the discussions on the question of co-operation 
between institutions Jelinek remarks:-
"In their entrance area these national parks have usually their 
administrative and management buildings, including an 
exhibition illustrating the unique phenomena of the protected 
territory in their complexity. The exhibition draws the 
attention of the visitor to the phaenomena to be seen in kind 
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in the natural milieu of the park. They use mostly small 
collections for such educational presentation, but from time 
to time we can see also extensive collections, study 
collections or collection depositaries. 
It means that natural parks can include also typical or 
specialised natural history museums. According to the 
way the park proper is run according to its road network 
leading to the individual points of interest and how these . • 
points of interest are presented (texts, captions, description, 
photographs, etc.) the natural park can be very close to the 
so-called eco-museum presenting its "exhibits" in their natural 
environment and in natural context." 
Arguing for closer co-operation between institutions and a 
better role of natural history museums in environmental education 
Jelinek (1979) remarks:-
" Museums are supposed to explain the exhibits in their 
complicated mutual relations, as well as their relation 
to the environment and to man. This situation, not to mention 
their similar educational mission, is reducing the gap between 
the two sister institutions, promissing benefit to both. 
Here too, similarly as in historic monuments and natural parks 
co-operation beneficial t,o these institutions, and it is also 
- in the interest of our society that they may closely 
'co-operate, using their respective methods, since the objects 
of their care differ." 
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In 19&^n the Joint Museum Committee of the Indo-U.S. 
Subcommission on Education and Culture had organised a workshop on 
the potential cooperation and interpretative programming in natural 
history museums, environmental centres and nature reserves. The 
ideas for interpretative programmes for environmental education using 
the resources of natural history museums, national parks and 
sanctuaries were discussed in dQ±ail in this workshop. The focus of 
descussions was on the possible linkages among these several types of 
institutions. 
The workshop after reviewing the existing interpretive 
facilities and programmes of U.S. and Indian natural history museums 
and nature reserves, and -their intraction, strongly recommended for 
further collaboration ctnd better linkage between natural history 
museums and nature rejserves for a better role in the field of 
non-formal environmental education. 
The recommendations made after the descussions at the warkshop 
include:-
1. " Museums of natural history should establish linkages with 
other nature education institutions such as 200s, reserves and 
nature centres. Collaboration between varied institutions 
involved in nature education will strenthen and enrich all 
programmes and allow such instituations to of fen more to their 
visitors. 
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2. Museums of natural history can make an important contribution 
in interpreting natural history to the public. They cannot, 
however, take the place of visit to a natural arBA. Thus 
museums should use nature reserves in their outreach 
educational programmes to complement exhibitions and in-house 
activities. 
3. The workshop recognizes the importance of making children 
comfortable in natural settings at a very early age. It 
recommends that natural history museums take advantage of 
institutions and family interest in early chiIdhood/pre-school 
progrommes by making available an educational specialist to 
work with this age group."(Indo U.S. Workshop - 85) 
In 1986 another Indo-U.S. work shop was held in U.S.A. on the 
topic 'iRter-disciplinary approaches to environmental education'. 
During this workshop the significance of interdisciplinary and 
intra-institutional cooperation among museums, nature reserves, zoos 
"and Botanical parks and voluntary agencies was discussed and the 
possibilities of linking the programmes of these institution were 
examined. 
Following recomendations were made for narural history museums 
and nature reserves of India and United States after the 
deleberations durxng the workshop to achieve the objectives of 
evolving cooperative programmes for environmental education. 
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A. Museums of Natural History. 
(1) The participants discussed the environmental education 
programmes at the American Museum of Natural History, the New 
MaxicD Museum of Natural History, Albuquerque, the 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C., amd the NMNH., New 
Delhi. While recognising the value of exhibition qalle-ries 
and in-house educational activities, it should be kept in 
mind that museum outreach programmes also involve the use of 
national and state parks, nature reserves and other 
wilderness areas whenever feasible. For this purpose 
networks of resource personnel from within the museum as 
well as from outside (voluntry agencies, naturalists, 
teachers) should be developed. Supporting educational 
resource material appropriate to the particular 
programme would also need to be developed. 
(2) The workshop discussed the activities of the Smithsonion 
Institution Travelling Exhibition Service (S.1.T.E.S.). 
Considering the critical need for reaching out to areas and 
communities not served by any environmental education 
programme in India, it was felt by the Indian participants 
that iniatiative be taken to establish a modest 8.I.T.E.S. 
type facility in India. 
(3) The workshop recognised that there had been very little 
evaluation of the ef.fectiveness of environmental education 
programmes or exhibitions at natural history museums in both 
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the countries and emphasised the need to develop more •, 
systematic methodologies for carrying out such evalua^tion. 
B. National Parks and Nature Reserves. 
(1) The participants examined the rationales and designs of 
Visitor Orientation Centres and interpretative facilities at 
the Everglades National Park,, Florida and the Rio Grande 
Nature Centre, Albuquerque. The Workshop also discussed the 
interpretative facilities established at the Gir Lion 
Sanctuary and the Bandipur Tiger Reserve and those being 
developed at Kanha National Park in India. The value of such 
facilities for enhancing the level of environmental 
awareness of visitors was emphasised. It is recommended that 
National Parks and Nature Reserves establish appropriate 
visitor orientation facilities for: 
(a) Identifying areas of.ecological significance within 
the Park; 
• • —**--
(b) Highlighting the major floral and faunal resources of the 
park; 
(c) Indicating the inter-relationships between the living and 
non-living components of the park ecosystem; 
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(d) Providing informatiDn on Park management and the threats 
to natural ecosystems from human intervention.(Indo -
U.S. Workshop - 86) 
Discussing the conceptual approach for enhancing the role of 
natural history museums and nature reserves, Nair (1990) has also 
emphasised the need for collaboration between natural history museums 
and nature reserves to achieve the desired objectives in 
Environmental Education. Arguing for nature to be used as laboratory 
for learning by museum educators, Nair notes, 
" Educators in natural history museums should realise that the 
museum is not an end in itself for nature education, but 
only a promotional agency. It cannot substitute nature, 
because there can be-no better teaching/learning laboratory 
for nature education than nature itself. 
NMNH has an ongoing programme of organising nature camps, 
study visitsi and nature tours for school children, college 
students and teachers at wildlife sanctuaries. 
These are used for interpreting ecology, identifying plants 
and animals, learning about animal behaviour and emphasising 
the value of conservation. The groups sirs accompanied by 
resource persons from the museum and outside experts. 
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Interpretative material in the form of checklists, quide to 
understanding animals and their behaviour iAre specially 
prepared to meet the needs of different target groups." 
Further Nair, while discussing the interpretive facilities and 
materials in nature reserves, their potentials in environmental 
education and the need for collaboration between various 
institutions, observes that, 
" The potential of nature reserves for environmental education 
is enormous. Appropriate strategies for using them as 
effective tools for environmental education must be developed. 
The Reserve should also build up institutional linkages with 
schools, colleges, museums, zoos and other relevant 
institutions for developing and scheduling educational 
programmes and interpretive projects." 
In the Indian context it can thus be concluded that the existing 
collaborations and coordination between natural history museums and 
nature reserves is in-adequate, though both of these institutions are 
working for the common objective of non-formal environmental 
education under the control of the Ministry of Environment and 
Forest. It is therefore recommended that appropriate stategies must 
be developed for the better utiligation of the potentials of museums 
and nature reserve for the objective of environmental education. 
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On the basis of the present study the following recommendations 
are proposed for consideration by the Ministry of Environment and 
Forests to ensure that Natural History Museums and Nature Reserves 
play a more effective role in the field of environmental education. 
1. The Ministry of Environment and Forest should take steps to 
bring natural history museums and nature reserves, closer 
collaboration for the objective of environmental education. 
For this purpose a joint high power comittee with experts from 
Natural history Museum and Nature reserves may be constituted 
by the Ministry. 
2. Programmes for the personel exchange, especealy those involved 
in environmental education and interpretation in natural 
history museums and nature reserves may be initiated by tl)e 
Ministry. 
3. Ministry of Environment and Forest should organise a 
•professional training programme for nature educators and 
environmental interpereters for the benefit of persons involved 
in such acativities in various institutions. 
4. Nsture Reserve should develop visitor centres/oriantation 
centres and other interpretive facilities and material in 
col li^boration with natural history museums. 
5. Natural history museum's education activities and programmes 
should be araoM^seA-. iM collaborated with nature reserves. 
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6. Educators of natural history museums and nature reserves should 
jointly prepare sKhibit themes, interpretative materials etc. 
which can be used in the museums and nature reserve 
simultaniously. 
7. rJatural history museums and nature reserves should evaluate the 
effectiveness of their interpretive services for envirqnmenLai 
education. 
a. A* thorough survey of the existing interpretive services of 
India nature reserves should be conducted. 
9. More research is to be done in the areas of exhibit /Programme 
effectiveness, communication of environmental concepats and the 
impact of various interpretive services on actual visitor 
behaviour etc., for better results in the field of non-formal 
environmental education. 
10. Mahavats, boatmen, geep and bus drivers of various nature 
reserves of India,.who are involved in conducting visitors 
through the reserves should be provided with proper orientation 
and training by their respective organizations in nature 
education and environmental interpretation. 
11. The Ministry of Environment and Forests should formulate a 
uniform, coherent central plan for the management of nature 
reserves, including the gauide lines for the development 
of interpretive facilities and programme. 
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